Effects of intensive versus no management strategies during an outbreak of the bark beetle *Ips typographus* (L.) (Col.: Curculionidae, Scolytinae) in the Tatra Mts. in Poland and Slovakia
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Abstract – An intensive bark beetle outbreak occurred in 1993–1998 in the Tatra mountains between Slovakia and Poland. In the Slovak part of the outbreak practices consisted of: no action prior to 1994, intensive pest control management (trap trees, insecticides, salvage cutting) from 1995–1996, active differentiated approach (control measures according to the zonation of attacked stands) combined with intensive use of pheromone traps from 1997–1998. In Poland, the outbreak was mostly located in reserve areas where pest management or other activities were prohibited. Despite the use of intensive pest management measures, tree mortality was not significantly decreased in the Slovak region during the peak outbreak years of 1995 and 1996. Classical forest protection led to an increase in attractiveness of forest edges to bark beetles which could disperse to these areas from locations where no control measures were practiced. Unfavourable weather for bark beetles led to a rapid decrease in tree mortality in both parts of the study area.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Tatra Mountains are the highest mountain range in the Carpathian arch. They are located along the border between Slovakia (75% of mountain land area) and Poland (25% of area). The entire Tatra Mts. are protected areas and comprise two National Parks: Tatrański Park Narodowy (TPN) in Poland, created in 1954 covering 21 164 ha, and Tatranský Národný Park (TANAP) in Slovakia, created in 1959 extending over 113 221 ha. Both national parks were certified as UNESCO MAB Biosphere Reserves in 1993 [18].

The spruce bark beetles, especially *Ips typographus* (L.) (Col.: Curculionidae, Scolytinae), represent serious problem for management of both national parks. *I. typographus* attacks mature spruce trees, causing their mortality. The outbreaks of this bark beetle usually occur in man-made spruce monocultures in areas situated at lower elevations. These outbreaks, classified as pulse eruptive, generally extend from 5 to 7 years
during which time many trees are killed and decline when the amount of breeding material (weakened trees) decrease or due to the effect of natural enemies/weather conditions action [3, 21, 23]. Recently, several outbreaks occurred also in relatively natural mountainous forests in national parks in Central Europe [7, 12, 22, 25, 30].

During the period 1993–1998 an intensive bark beetle outbreak occurred in the Tatra mountains–especially in their eastern portion. Outbreak-related tree mortality affected Norway spruce stands on both sides of the national border. The varying legal regulations governing national park reserves in Slovakia and Poland resulted in the application of different strategies for management of the outbreak in the two countries. The aim of this study was to compare the course of the outbreak on both sides of the national border in relation to both natural conditions and pest management activities.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Characteristics of selected site and stand conditions

The present study was carried out in the High Tatra Mts. (Fig. 1), in the area most affected by the bark beetle outbreak. This area belongs to three protection districts: Lysa Polana and Morskie Oko in TPN (Poland) and Javorina in TANAP (Slovakia). The total study area covered 5258 ha including 3441 ha in Slovakia and 1817 ha in Poland. The region was mostly covered by autochthonous mountain Norway spruce *Picea abies* (L.) Karst. forests, partially (in upper elevations) originated from natural regeneration; at the highest elevations there were also small forest regions dominated by *Pinus cembra* L. and *Pinus mugo* L. In the present study, only areas covered by Norway spruce stands over 50-years old were considered. The total area of such stands was 3900 ha (2413 ha in Slovakia and 1488 ha in Poland). The

![Figure 1. Location of the study area in the Tatra Mts.](image1.png)

stands in the study area were characterised by high altitudinal variability: the average compartment’s altitude in TANAP and TPN varied from 980–1700 and 820–1550 m a.s.l., respectively, but in some cases maximum altitude was slightly higher. The stands were therefore in large range of altitudes, from the lower mountain zone up to the timber line. At the highest elevations there had been fewer man-made changes, and forest ecosystems remained largely in natural condition.

The distribution of stands relative to slope aspects varied among the two sides of the national border (Fig. 2). On the Polish side (TPN)

![Figure 2. Distribution of the stands (%) in the mountain slopes in the study area in TANAP (Slovakia) and TPN (Poland).](image2.png)
eastern and south-eastern slopes are prevalent (44 and 22% respectively), while on the Slovak side (TANAP) slopes are more evenly distributed among several exposures, with north-western slopes being dominant (32%). In both countries there were practically no southern slopes (less than 10 ha in each), and the area of flat terrain was negligible (1% or less).

### 2.2. Methods

For the analysis of outbreak dynamics, a database containing detailed data of the stands was assembled. These data were referenced to the forest sub-compartments as basic area units; for each unit, data consisted of the surface in ha, main site and stand characteristics (altitude, exposure, age of trees) and yearly (1991–2000) volume of trees broken/fallen by wind and killed by bark beetles. All data were provided by administrators of both national parks. Due to the nature of the management system applied, records of tree mortality from the Polish part were mostly derived from visual estimations, while data from the Slovak area were based on actual measurements of the volume of felled infested trees and the estimated volume of standing infested trees. Based on the data from forest compartments, mean indices of yearly tree mortality per ha of spruce stands were calculated, then these data were analysed with regard to the temporal dynamics of the outbreak and the distribution of attacked stands in relation to slope position and selected stand characteristics (mainly age). Basic weather measurements (temperature, precipitation) from two stations: Javorina (1014 m a.s.l.) and Dolina Pięciu Stawów Polskich (1668 m a.s.l., data supplied by the Institute of Meteorology and Water Management in Kraków) were also included in the analysis in order to estimate the relation between weather conditions and bark beetle activity.

### 3. RESULTS

#### 3.1. Management strategies in TANAP and TPN

##### 3.1.1. TANAP (Slovakia)

During the outbreak period some modifications were made in management strategies. The following approaches to pest management were applied: prior to 1994 – no management, 1995–1996 – intensive management (trap trees, insecticides, salvage cutting), 1997 and later – “active differentiated approach” i.e. the differentiation of the control measures (from “no management” to “classic management” + intensive application of pheromone trap barriers) according to the zonation of attacked areas based on their naturalness and ecological stability [27].

Intensive salvage cutting along with the widespread use of trap trees and low intensity of trapping in pheromone traps were conducted from 1995–1996, while after 1996 an active differentiated approach was practiced [5, 13]. This approach consisted of the application of different pest management practices in areas with different nature conservation objectives, coupled with intensive use of pheromone trap barriers [11] over the entire area.

##### 3.1.2. TPN (Poland)

Management in the Polish portion of the study area remained the same for over 50 years [19]. Fifty-two percent of the study area (the southern, higher localised part) was in a strict reserve where no human activity, including pest management, was permitted. The remaining area is in partial reserve where classic pest management (mainly salvage cutting and pheromone trapping, without the use of insecticides) was practiced.

#### 3.2. Weather conditions

The basic climatic characteristics (air temperature and precipitation) from two altitudinally distant (1000 and 1600 m respectively) weather stations were representative of the conditions in the entire range of the study area. During the decade 1990–1999 periods with distinctly different weather conditions could be distinguished (Fig. 3). The decade began with extremely variable conditions in 1990 (dry) and 1991 (moist), but after 1991 drought conditions (30–45% below the long-term average) occurred until 1995 at all altitudes. In 1992 and 1994 mean temperatures were 1–3 °C higher than the long-term average. During the periods 1996–1997 precipitation was higher than average (up to 40% in lower altitudes) and temperature was moderate. Based on the average temperatures from the Javorina station, the years 1992–1995 can be characterised as dry – warm/cold, and the years 1996–1997 as moist – cold.

#### 3.3. Age structure

The age structure of stands was different in both parts of the study area (Fig. 4). In the Polish part, where half of the study area remains under strict nature reserve regime, the stands were generally older (up to 200 years vs. 160 years in Slovakia) and the age structure was more differentiated – maximum proportion of one age class was not higher than 20%. In the Slovak portion, a single age class dominated (stands 121–140 years old – 47%), and the share of younger classes was not higher than 13%. Even though the total percentage of stands up to 140 years old was equal in both countries, older stands in Poland comprised three additional age classes, but in Slovakia there was only one additional age class. These differences in age structure reflected the more undisturbed nature of TPN stands, which have remained under a very strict nature protection regime for a long period.

#### 3.4. Characteristics of bark beetle outbreak

##### 3.4.1. The course of the bark beetle outbreak

The course of the bark beetle outbreak was similar in both parts of the study area (Fig. 5) – the mean volume per ha of infested trees, calculated for the entire study areas, was nearly equal in Polish and Slovak areas and highly correlated (Spearman rank correlation $r = 0.91, p < 0.001$), especially during the culmination phase (1994–1997). Even if the progradation phase started earlier in Poland, the real beginning of the outbreak (1994–1995) was related to the period of hot and dry weather from 1992–1995 (Fig. 3), which probably negatively affected the Norway spruce vigour and stimulated bark beetle activity and population growth. The collapse of the outbreak was related to a period of cold and moist weather in 1996–1997, unfavourable for bark beetles but positive to tree resistance. The outbreak extended in Polish and Slovak territory on a total surface of 4233 (1487 and 2746 respectively) ha, and resulted
in a volume of 118,924 (48,534 and 70,390 respectively) m³ of killed/felled trees infested by bark beetles. The influence of wind damage cannot be directly estimated – there was no correlation between the volume of windblown trees and the bark beetle attack at the forest compartment level, although dispersed damage occurred in both parts of the study area in the period preceding the outbreak: 1200–1300 m³ in 1990 and 1993 in Poland, and 1300–1800 m³ yearly in 1990–1992, and 3100–7200 m³ in 1993–1994 in Slovakia. However there was not a large amount of concentrated wind damage in the study area during the analysed period.

3.4.2. Effect of exposure

The attacked stands in Poland occurred mainly in SE and E slopes, with the highest tree mortality on SE slopes in 1995.
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(34.7 m³/ha). The attacked stands in Slovakia were located on W and NE exposed slopes, and the highest tree mortality occurred on western slopes in 1995 (28.7 m³/ha).

In Poland, most attacks occurred on western slopes (Fig. 6) despite the fact that NW and SW slopes were more common (cf. Fig. 2). Similarly, proportionally more attacks occurred on S and SW slopes in Slovakia, where E sloped were most common. The stands on SE and W exposures generally offer favourable conditions for bark beetle attacks: the most intensive infestations in Krušné hory (Czech Republic) occurred on S and SE slopes [16], and in Western Sudeten (Poland) – on S and W slopes [8].

3.4.3. Distribution in age classes

Tree mortality caused by bark beetles differed between the countries in relation to stand age (Fig. 7). On the Polish side, the mean volume of infested trees per ha increased with stand age, according to a linear trend ($R^2 = 0.88$). The mortality in the highest age class (> 180 years) was 6.7 m³/ha, but represented a small percentage (> 2% – 27 ha in total). In the Slovak part, the highest indices occurred in 6th age class (101–120 years), and decreased in higher age classes, according to a weak polynominal trend ($R^2 = 0.63$). The obtained results reflected the age structure of the stands, that was different on both sides of the border. In TPN, total mortality was associated with advanced age and natural tree mortality, which is normal in old Norway spruce stands. In Slovak part, the occurrence of high tree mortality in younger stands (100–120 years) may have been associated with human activity, such as intensive sanitary cuttings in the attacked stands.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Outbreak dynamic

The two examples of bark beetle outbreak dynamics described here are similar to those of other *I. typographus* outbreaks in Europe. These outbreaks were located either in areas inside and outside of the natural range of spruce forests or at lower portions of the range [1, 3, 22, 24, 26]. In context to our cases, these outbreaks usually start after extensive wind damage in spruce stands. The synergic effect of wind damage and a series of dry-warm years cause extensive bark beetle population growth and large increases in trees mortality. Krajčovič

Figure 6. Mean volume of trees infested by bark beetles in TANAP (Slovakia) and TPN (Poland) in regard to the exposure of mountain slopes.

Figure 7. Mean volume of trees infested by bark beetles in TANAP (Slovakia) and TPN (Poland) in regard to the age classes of > 50-years old Norway spruce stands.
[14, 15] described a previous bark beetle outbreak in the Tatra Mountains in Slovakia. The outbreak occurred after extensive wind damage in valleys to the south and was restricted to lower slopes. Similarly to our cases, outbreaks are often preceded by warm and dry conditions, as described from Norway [29]. The outbreak studied here started in natural spruce stands near the upper timberline in valleys oriented northward, but without any prior extensive wind damage. The proposed action of this type of abiotic factor is the elevation of stand susceptibility to insect attack in forest gaps or edges, and enhancement of conditions for bark beetles. This outbreak may have been caused by the combination of a relatively small and scattered number of wind damage events coupled with a series of hot and dry years. On the Polish part of the Tatra Mountains, prolonged bark beetle-caused tree mortality was observed after catastrophic wind damage (120 000 m$^3$) in 1968 [2]. This was the only large bark beetle outbreak recorded there before the outbreak reported in this paper. This indicates that, in these relatively stable Norway spruce stands, bark beetle outbreaks and related tree mortality in the 1990s were caused mainly by weather conditions, combined with the stand characteristics. It also indicates that bark beetles are a natural component in the spruce ecosystem, contributing in the replacement of senescent spruce stands. The decline of the beetle outbreak was probably due to the unfavourable weather conditions in the late 1990s. A similar scenario occurred during the large Scandinavian outbreaks, where spruce mortality caused by *I. typographus* depended on interactions between the availability of non-resistant breeding substrate (including large areas of continuous spruce forests) and densities of colonizing populations [4, 29].

### 4.2. Pest management

Despite different approaches to pest management, the intensity of bark beetle damage was nearly equal in both parts of the study area (Poland, Slovakia). A similar pattern was also observed in the neighbouring NP Bayerischer Wald region of Germany where no pest management was applied, and in NP Šumava in the Czech Republic where classical pest management (sanitary felling, trap trees and pheromone traps) was used [30]. Thus, control measures do not seem to be able to stop beetle outbreaks, but may mitigate their course, save timber value and simplify management of salvage operations. This similarity of impacts could be partially explained by the migration of beetles from areas with no pest management to areas with intensive pest management. The ability of *I. typographus* to fly for several kilometers before attacking trees was described by Forsse and Solbreck [6]. The distance between old bark beetle spots and newly emerged attacks can range from a few metres, up to 2 km [20, 28]. Genetic investigations on bark beetle sub-populations in the study area indicate high migratory potential of these insects [17]. *I. typographus* is capable to disperse across high mountain ridges. Thus, the areas with no pest management can act as a source of bark beetles. The basic, most effective method of bark beetle population control is salvage cutting, but this results in the creation of fresh forest edges. Surviving trees on forest edges are stressed by the sudden increase of insolation level, which increases their susceptibility to bark beetle attacks [22]. On the other hand, mechanisms of natural resistance against beetle attacks work in areas with no pest control as well [10, 22]. Areas influenced by salvage cutting may be more attractive to bark beetles than areas with no pest control, as a result of primary attraction to logs and stumps and forest edges in recently opened portions of stands [9]. Thus, the two different management approaches may have two different outcomes: clusters of dead trees in no-management zones, and surviving trees between large clear-cuts in pest management zones. The extent of mortality in the clear-cut zone may however be proportional to the respective area in the no-management zone.

The situation in areas under bark beetle control may have been complicated by practices of foresters at the beginning of the outbreak. In 1994–1995, a rapid increase of bark beetle damage on the Slovak part of the study area was recorded. It was caused by mistakes in pest control such as: focusing of salvage cuttings on trees without foliage or with brown foliage from which bark beetles had already emerged instead of the removal of freshly attacked trees with green foliage, extensive use of trap trees, and “preventive” cutting of unattacked green trees on the forest edges. A similar situation was also recorded during the first stages of the outbreak in NP Šumava [22], to a larger extent than in the Tatra mountains. The area of clearcuts after salvage cuttings was considerably larger than the area of dead trees in the no management zone.

Since 1997, an active differentiated approach including the intensive application of pheromone trap barriers was used in Slovakia [5, 11, 13]. Spruce mortality was considerably lower than in the Polish portion of the study area where the outbreak collapsed, presumably due to natural factors. This difference was possibly caused by the effectiveness of protection measures during this period. At least a portion of the dispersing beetles was captured by pheromone trap barriers, and the trees had higher chances to defend themselves against bark beetle attacks [11].

### 5. CONCLUSIONS

1. Natural factors such as site and stand characteristics and weather conditions are of crucial importance in the development of bark beetle outbreak in old Norway spruce stands. Human activity can contribute to the premature decline of such stands.

2. Despite the application of intensive pest management measures, tree mortality in the Slovak portion of the study area was not significantly lower than in the un-management area in Poland. Classical sanitary cutting together with intensive use of trap trees led to an increase in attractiveness of forest edges to bark beetles. Beetles colonized these areas from localities with no control measures.

3. Favourable weather conditions led to a rapid decrease of tree mortality in both parts of the study area. The decrease of tree mortality was more intensive in Slovakia but this may have been due in part to the change in protection strategy (increasing use of pheromone trap barriers instead of intensive sanitary cutting).

4. In the areas with no control measures the outbreak collapsed at the same time as in the stands under pest control. The main cause of this collapse was probably the effect of cold and rainy weather on trees and bark beetles, as well as the increase...
in the activity of natural enemies (parasitoids, entomopathogens).

(5) The different strategies (no-management and classical pest management) applied in two neighbouring parks resulted in a zone of large clusters of dead trees located between surviving portions of stands in the no-management area, and large clear-cuts between surviving trees in the area with pest management. The area of clear-cuts was nearly equal to that of the outbreak area in no-management zones. The extension of clear-cuts can possibly be decreased by the use of pheromone trap barriers.
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